1. Standard procedure (13 min total)
   a. Roll Call (Charlotte Selover, 3 minutes)
   b. President’s Report (Mayu Takeuchi, 5 minutes)
   c. Questions and Comments (5 minutes)
2. Update on Continuous Housing Advocacy (Mariam Latif, 5 minutes)
3. Academics Committee Semester Update (Austin Davis, 5 minutes)
4. DEI Committee Semester Update (.  
5. Braiden Aaronson, 5 minutes)
6. Update on Eco-Festival (Audrey Zhang, 5 minutes)
7. Tigers in Town Update (Isabella Shutt, 3 minutes)
8. Budget Report (Adam Hoffman, 5 minutes)
9. Budget request: Projects Board (Lily Gittoes, 5 minutes)
10. Vote to amend the Honor Committee Constitution (Dylan Shapiro, 10 minutes)
11. Resolution Establishing a Standing Rule to Ensure Timely Publication of Senate Legislation (Daniel Shaw, 5 minutes)